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Condemn the Aerial Bombings on tribal villages by the Fascist Hindutva Indian State. 

Defeat Operation “Samadhan”-Prahar. 

With the onset of New year, the Fascist Indian state under the regime of BJP repeated its aerial 

bombing on its own people in order to crush the people's movements as early as possible . On Wednesday, 

11th January,2023 in the name of Anti- Maoist operations conducted by the orgy of fascist forces (CRPF, 

Cobra Battalion, District Reserve Guard and Greyhounds) dropped several bombs indiscriminately on places 

inhabited by one of the weakest sections of the Indian society. In this joint operation several bombs were 

dropped with the help of combat helicopters and Drones in Madkanguda, Mettaguda, Bottethong, Sakiler, 

Madpaaduled,Kannemerka, Pottemangum, Bottalanka, Raspalli and Erpad of Pamed and Kistaram blocks of 

South Bastar at Chhatisgarh-Telangana Border from 11 AM onwards. However, this is not the first time aerial 

bombings are being conducted in this region. From the past two years the Indian state has undertaken the 

approach of aerial bombings in order to eliminate the Maoist party. The recent onslaught occurred just 

before few days when Union Home Minister Amit Shah stated in a rally in korba in Chhatisgarh that, before 

2024 General election there will be no sign of Maoist party. It is clearly visible that how desperate is the 

fascist BJP to eliminate the Maoist forces. Their desperation is crystal clear that they want to sale all the 

natural resources to Imperialist and comprador bourgeoise thieves,  and to turn our country into their 

absolute subjugation. 

Another vaild reason behind the 11 January attack is that the ruling classes and its marauders are unable to 

enter those regions through land. As because the people of those regions are highly political and radical 

which gives shivering to the CRPF and other forces to enter through land. In order to terrorize those people 

and inflict harm on their determination towards the Indian Revolution, the enemy had to undertake the 

approach of aerial bombings and aerial attacks. However, the PLGA forces with their strong will to serve the 

people and the nation retaliated those aerial attacks with utmost bravery and in that effects enemy's one 

helicopter got damaged and their six forces were injured. In its statement CRPF stated that it was the Maoist 

forces who launched attack on them when the CRPF forces were being shifted for forward base camps. This 

is nothing but to veil their brutality on people and fear that they undergo day and night. It has to be brought 

to people notice that shifting of forces to forward base camp is not a recent phenomenon, but it is going 

through several years. In the coming days the enemy is going to expedite its aerial attacks and bombings on 

Maoist leadership. With the help of National Technical Research Organization which was set up with the aid 

of US intelligence operative NSA, CRPF in collaboration with Indian Air Force is conducting drone surveillance 

and bombings. But enemy need to listen this that your bombs and Drones cannot match the sacrificing spirit 

of every single Maoist guerrilla , it cannot crush the Indian Revolution and it is totally impotent in front of 

Marxism- Leninism  and Maoism. In history the oppressive forces failed to bomb the rebellious nature of 

people in Vietnam, Cuba, Korea, Afghanistan and in present they are failing in India and Phillipines.  

In the past one years, the Indian state has opened 20 new CRPF camps in the Telangana and Chhatisgarh   

borders, turning it into highly militarized  zone in India. People's resistance towards these new camps are 



growing and it is gaining strength with the each passing of days. These camps are providing security to mining 

barons who are looting our natural resources and turning our country into a commodity. In the past few 

months the Central Government has granted permission for fresh four mines in Bailadila. To facilitate the 

loot of the natural resources, BJP government has brought amendment in PESA act and in Forest 

Conservation Act. The growing socio-economic crisis because of the policies of the Hindutva forces is giving 

birth to people's movements which the government is unwilling to tolerate at any cost.  

Through People's War the masses are able to withstand the most savage and the most barbaric moments in 

history. We Maoist have pledged to liberate this suffering land from the vicious clutches of the ruling classes 

and we remain faithful in the deed of liberation until death. Central Committee of Communist party of India 

(Maoist) appeals to all democratic and progressive forces and oppressed nationalities and marginalized 

communities to continue and increase their protests  against the Hindutva forces. Comrades and friends let 

us fight against this unjust regime and uproot it from its base and establish true people's democratic state.  
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